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Thehypothesisthat energyspectraat individualspatiallocationsin singlephotonemission
computedtomographicprojectionimagescanbe analyzedto separatethe Compton
scattered component from the unscattered component is tested indirectly. An axially
symmetricphantomconsistingof a cylinderwith a sphereis imagedwith eitherthe cylinderor
the spherecontaining @â€œTc.An iterativepeak-erosionalgorithmanda fittingalgorithmare
givenandemployedto analyzethe acquiredspectra.Adequateseparationintoan
unscattered component and a Compton-scattered component is judged on the basis of
filtered-backprojectionreconstructionof correctedprojections.In the reconstructions,
attenuation correction is based on the known geometry and the total attenuation cross
sectionfor water.An independenttest of the accuracyof separationis not made.Forboth
algorithms, reconstructed slices for the cold-sphere, hot-surround phantom have the correct
shape as confirmed by simulation results that take into account the measured dependence of
systemresolutionon depth.Forthe inversephantom,a hot spherein a coldsurround,
quantitativeresultswith the fittingalgorithmareaccuratebut with a particularnumberof
iterationsof the erosionalgorithmarelessgood.(Agreaternumberof iterationswould
improvethe 26%errorwith the algorithm,however.)Thesepreliminaryresultsencourageus
to believethat a methodfor correctingfor Compton-scattenngin a widevarietyof objectscan
befound,thushelpingto achievequantitativeSPECT.
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or single photon emission computed tomography
(SPECT) applications such as detecting cold liver le
sions or quantifying tumor uptake, it is important to
correct for counts from gamma rays that Compton
scatter within the patient but still have sufficient energy
so that their pulse height falls within the finite energy
window of the tomograph. Lack of correction leads to
low contrast images and uptake values that can depend
on nearby structures.

Techniques for Compton-scatter correction have re
cently been reviewed (1,2). One interesting and quite
practical method involves attempting to measure the
scatter component for each projection element by col
lecting counts in a second, lower-energy (i.e., scatter)
window adjacent to the primary full-energy (i.e., pho
topeak) window. The assumption is made that the
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image reconstructed from the scatter window can be
multiplied by a parameter, k, and subtracted from the
image reconstructed from the photopeak window to
effect scatter correction (3). However, k may vary with
the object being imaged and thus a single value of k
may not apply to every imaging situation. Moreover, it
hasn't been shown for any object that all parts of a
tomogram are quantitatively accurate with a single k
value.

It is the hypothesis ofthis work that complete energy
spectra at individual spatial locations in each view can
be analyzed to separate the Compton-scattering com
ponent from the unscattered component. To test the
hypothesis, tomograms were reconstructed from Comp
ton-corrected projection images. So that these tomo
grams can be judged quantitatively, an attenuation
correction featuring a linear attenuation coefficient con
sistent with the total gamma-ray cross section is also
employed. (In the future, this coefficient could be spa
tially dependent if that were warranted and the recon
struction algorithm made provision for it.)
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MATERIALS AND METhODS

Measurement and Analysis of Spatial Resolution
A measurement of system spatial resolution for a OE

400AT camera with a low-energy,general-purposecollimator
was made to be used in simulating projection data. A thin
capillary tube was filled with @mTcand imaged at measured
distances in front of the collimator ranging from 0 to 30 cm.
A single 20% energy window was employed.

Resultant images were analyzed by drawing a wide proffle
perpendicular to the long axis of the capillary tube. The
proffieswere fit by a symmetricGaussian function using the
method of least squares. This method is suggested by the
Nuclear Medicine Committee ofthe American Association of
Physicistsin Medicinewhen the data is acquired to a coarse
grid (4) and has been used by other workers such as Macey et
al. (5). The calculated full width at half maximum (FWHM)
of the Gaussian was plotted versus depth. A straightline was
fitted to these data, again by least squares.

Generation and Reconstruction of Simulated Data
In order to have ideal results to compare to experimental

reconstructions, projection data were simulated for a nonra
dioactive (cold) sphere centrally located within a uniformly
radioactive (hot) cylinder. The center of the sphere was as
sumed to be on the axis of rotation 13.3 cm in front of the
collimator, matching experimental conditions. For a slice
through the center of the cold sphere, a 6-cm-diameter circle
within a 21.5-cm-diameter circle was constructed on a fine
grid within the computer. All elements at a given distance
werethen projectedonto the cameraignoringattenuationand
Compton-scattering. To simulate system resolution without
scatter, this partial projection was then convoluted with a
discretized Gaussian of the FWHM measured in air for the
depth.The resultwasaddedinto a total-projectionarray.After
handling all the distances that had pixels containing activity,
the projection image was complete.

Since the object is symmetric and we are interested in a
noise-free result, this image can be replicated 32 times to form
the projection-image set. Reconstruction is then carried out
with a standard, @tered-backprojectionprogram (MDS A2
computer) with no attenuation correction. A medium-reso
lution filter is chosen. By reconstructing with bias on and
again with bias off, one can see the negative values that are
present in the reconstructed images and their profiles. One
can also fix the true zero in proffles containing negatives.

Measurement of Experimental Data
The isotope employed was technetium-99m (@â€œTc)and

the camera-collimator system was that mentioned previously.
Acquisitionmode was64 x 64 word.

The phantom examined was axially symmetricâ€”the 21.5
cm-diameter cylindrical Jaszczak phantom containing a cen
trally-located 6 cm-diameter sphere (Fig. 1). It was fitted with
an adaption so it could be cantilevered over the top edge of
the patient imaging table. In this way, there was no attenuation
or scattering due to the table.

Spatially-dependentspectrawere obtained in the following
way: a very narrow (2-keV) window was set at the lowest
energy of interest, 108 to 110 keV. An image of the object
was acquired for a fixed time and stored. The window was
then advanced to 110to 112keV and an acquisition obtained.

HotCylinder
.l@____â€¢_ 5 millicuries

99mof Tc

ColdSphere
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FIGURE 1
Sketchof slicethroughthe symmetricphantomwhenthe
sphere is nonradioactive and the surround contains radio
activity.They coordinatecomesout of the pageâ€”arange
of y valuesspecifiesthe slicethickness.Thex coordinate
specifies location in the projection. For spectral analysis,
x elements are grouped by four into the coarse grid shown.

This procedure was repeated 32 times in all. When the number
of counts at any given position in the image is plotted versus
energy the desired spectra is revealed.

The number ofdata sets was three.
1. A cold, water-filled sphere in a surround of radioactive

water. No uniformity correction was applied but EAMP pulse
height correction was utilized. (This pulse-height correction is
a part of the autotune feature of the camera. A camera
calibration procedure takes a set ofenergy spectra for different
locations on the camera face under flood conditions and
calculates and stores a correction factor for eachâ€”theEMAP.
After that, energy signals during image acquisition are cor
rected so that spectral peaks occur at the same energy.)

2. A hot sphere(3l.5 MBq) in a cold surround. Acquisition
time for each 2-keV image in this case was 20 sec. In addition,
a known-activity syringe in air was similarly imaged so that
quantification ofthe hot sphere could be carried out using the
syringe as a standard. No uniformity correction was applied
but a new EMAP was acquired immediately before the data
acquisitions.

3. A repeat of the cold sphere in a hot surround. At the
same time, a syringe in air was imaged at five different
locations to obtain a scatter-free spectra and check its variation
with position. The syringe was placed at three different depths
opposite the camera center and at a depth of 14 cm was
displaced Â±5cm offcenter. Uniformity correction based on a
30 million-count flood was applied and an EMAP was again
obtained immediately before the data acquisitions.

Analysis of Spectra
Data were transported to a MDS A2 computer and also to

The University of Michigan Amdahl computer. Spectra were
obtained by placing 4 x 4 pixel (cold sphere) or a 4 x 16 pixel
(hot sphere) regions of interest (x by y) on successive images.



The y value specifiesthe slicethickness.It waschosento giveAttenuation Correction andReconstructiona
relatively thin slice through the center of the cold sphereSince the phantom is composed ofsimple geometricshapes,yielding

good contrast and to produce a thick slice coveringthe average transmission through it can be calculated asathe
hot sphere so its activity could be quantified. The x valuefunction ofdistance along a diameter. The calculationutilizesof

4 specifies that data are to be grouped to improve thethe linear attenuation coefficient for 99mTcin water,0.151statistical
accuracy of points in the spectra. â€¢cm'. The Compton-corrected projection images arethenThe

spectra are analyzed to obtain estimates ofthe spectrafurther corrected for attenuation by dividing values bytheofCompton-scattering
events. Then, after summation, a valueappropriatetransmission.for

the total number of Compton-scatter counts at each loca To prepare for reconstruction, the final projection imageistion
is obtained and used in correcting the projection image.replicated 32 times. Note that statistical inaccuraciescanThe
spectra are analyzed by two techniques.mimic nonuniformities in camera efficiency with this proce

1. The first is an interative peak erosion as described bydure, since they are not random with projection angle astheyEast
et al. (6). The result of successivelyreducing the peakwould be in an actual tomographic acquisition. Reconstruc

height is an estimate ofthe Compton-scattering spectrum. Thetion of the image is carried out as it was for thesimulatedestimate
depends on the number of iterations (i.e.,â€œpassesâ€•).data.We

did not use immediate updating of an element in the
energy spectrum but otherwise followed the method as pub
lished. We employed four subsets (four plies in the terminol
ogy of East et al.).

2. The second is a fitting method which requires knowledge
of the scatter-free spectra at the given spatial location. In this
case, the shape ofthe Compton-scatteringspectrum isassumed
to be given by:Syringe

Processing of the known-activity syringe is a special case
since it is assumed that Compton-scattering and attenuation
had negligible effects. A slice width encompassing the syringe
is chosen. No correction for Compton scattering is applied:
the raw-data spectra are simply summed over the same@ to
n2 limits used for the hot sphere to produce the projection
image. This image is replicated 32 times. Noattenuationc.

= a@+ a1i + a@i2+ a@i3, (1)correction is applied before thereconstruction.where

ci is the number of countsin an energybin, i is the bin
number, and a@,a1, a2, and a3are parameters to be determined
from the fitting. The nonscattered spectrum, d, is assumed
given in terms of the spectrum for the scatter-free source, f@:Scatter

Fraction and Quantification
Once the spectrum at a given spatial location is separated

into an unscattered and a Compton-scattered component, the
scatter fraction, SF, can be calculated. We define this param
eter asfollows:d1

= bf , (2)

where b is another parameter to be found from the fitting.SF
= @j,(4)Then

the total spectrum 3@is the sum of the scattered andwhere S is total Compton-scatteredcounts and U istotalunscattered
components:unscattered counts. The total values are obtained fromthey1=c1+d1.

(3)respective
spectra by summation. That is,

@2If

the experimental spectrum is y , the parameters are foundS=@c
(5)

-@,by

getting the best fit between 5@and yÃ®.After theparametersare
set, the Compton-scattering spectrum is given by Eq. (1).

The problem is written in standard least squaresformatU
=@ d (6)

i-nand

then solved by the method of Golub (7). Details areQuantification of the activity in the reconstructedhotpresented
in Appendix A.sphere is obtained relative to the reconstructed, known-activ

Calculation of Projection Image
For a given slice, spectrum analysis is carriedout for each

of the 16 spectra whose maximum exceeds a threshold per
centage ofthe largest maximum for all x positions in the slice.
After analysis,the Compton-scattertotal is obtained by sum
ming the scatter spectrum from channel n1 (below the photo

ity syringe. Regions of interest (ROIs) for the hot sphere and
for the calibration syringe are determined in the respective
slices by a commercial program which is based on spatial
derivatives and starts from a hand-drawn first estimate. The
activity in the sphere, A, is then calculated from the known
activity in the syringe, A,, by theproportionalitypeak,

typically at 117 keV) to channel n2 (above the photo
peak, typically at 162 keV). This Compton-scatter totalis(7)inserted

into a scatter image at the appropriate x location.where C is the number of counts in the sphere ROl and C,is(Values
of n1 and n2 were chosen by visual inspection.) A

value of zero is inserted as scatter if the spectrum is not fit.that
in the syringe ROl. (The reconstruction scaling factors

@ also taken into account when evaluating the ratio of CtoAn
interpolative smoothing in x is then carried out(whilemaintaining

counts) to obtain the 64 final scattervalues.The
raw projection image of unscattered plusscatteredRESULTSgamma
rays is formed by summing the raw data images over

the same n1 to n2 range. Finally, a projection image correctedSpatialResolutionfor
Compton-scattering is estimated by subtraction of theThe equation for the dependence of the full widthatscatter

image from the raw image.half maximum (FWHM) resolution, R, on distance in

A_C
A, C@'
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fixed but that the area under the curve decreases as the
erosion algorithm proceeds from four to eight passes.
The n1 and n2 limits for summation are shown.

The reconstruction for the data that has been cor
rected for attenuation and Compton-scattering is shown
in Figure 4 at the right along with a proffle through the
center of the sphere. At left are the results for the data
with attenuation correction but without the correction
for Compton-scattering. It is seen that the image with
Compton-correction is much more faithful to the true
object.

Figure 5 compares the results when the Compton
scattering spectrum is estimated by four passes of the
East et al. algorithm to those when it is estimated by
eight. Negatives in the reconstructions are now shown
whereas they were truncated in Figure 4. The four-pass
result is very similar to the result with simulated data
(Figure 2). Because ofthis similarity, we conclude four
passes is optimum for this subject.

Hot Sphere
In the case ofthe hot sphere in a cold surround, both

methods of estimating the Compton-scattering spectra
were employed. Four passes ofthe East et al. algorithm
were used since the results for the first cold sphere using
four passes were judged superior to those using eight.
The fitting algorithm employed a spectrum from the
known-activity syringe to give the f1in equation (2). An
example of the data and the results from the fitting
algorithm are shown in Figure 6.

The raw data for one projection of the hot sphere
contained 35,269 counts so that the total counts for the
thick slice are @.-l,l00,0Â®(32 x 35,269).

In Table 1, the calculated activity in the sphere for
the two methods of estimating Compton scattering is
given and is compared to the true activity. It is seen
that the East et al. algorithm with four passes produces

1â€•64

FIGURE 2
Reconstructionof simulateddatafor the cold-sphere,hot
surround phantom. No noise was added. Profile shown is
through center of cold sphere. Negativesare included.
Tomograms which are reconstructed from the experimen
tal datacanbe comparedwith theseidealresults.

front ofthe collimator, d, can be represented by

R = 6.35 mm + 0.0467 * d. (8)

This result is similar to that of a GE MaxiCamera II
with a general purpose collimator(8). The MaxiCamera
H is older than the 400 AT but they have comparable
specifications for resolving alternating hot and cold
bars, 3 and 2.5 mm, respectively.

Simulation
Simulated data for the cold-sphere phantom were

reconstructed. A profile through the center ofthe sphere
is shown in Figure 2. Experimental data will be com
pared with it.

First Cold-Sphere
The results of the erosion algorithm for a typical

spectrum derived from the first set ofexperimental data
for the cylindrical phantom containing a cold sphere
are shown in Figure 3. It is seen that the end points in
the estimate of the Compton-scattering spectrum are
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C Compton Scattering (8 posses)
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FIGURE 3
Plotof energyspectrafor a typicalx
location for the case shown in Figure
1. The estimatesof Comptonscat
taringresultfrom four andeight iter
ations of the erosion algorithm.

0
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-, FIGURE 4

@ Cold spherein a uniformlyhot sur
@ round. Comparison of reconstruction
@ results with (right) and without (left)
@ four-passComptoncorrection.Neg

64 atives in the images are set to zero.
Without correction, there is an erro
neous positive level at the location of
the nonradioactive sphere and the
high portionsof the profile are not

= fiat.With correction, the positive level

disappearsandthe highportionsap
proach being flat.

A

@r@

I@ II I
a value low by 26% but the fitting algorithm gives an
exactly correct value.

Scatter-Free Spectra
The spectra for the syringe placed at different loca

tions in front of the camera are shown in Figure 7.
They are unnormalizedâ€”differences in area are pre
sumably due to the decay of the radioisotope source
and to any remaining nonuniformity in the camera
sensitivity. It is seen that the spectra line up quite well
and that any shape differences are slight. Therefore, in
applying the fitting algorithm to the second set of data
for the cold sphere in a hot cylinder, only a single
spectrum was used to represent that of a scatter-free
source: the one for the source opposite the center of the
camera at a distance of 8 cm.

Second Cold Sphere
For the second cold-sphere data set, the results of the

reconstructions from the data with Compton scatter
estimated by the fitting algorithm are as good as the
better of the East et al. results for the first set of cold
sphere data. The East et al. algorithm itself again pro
duced good results but the slight variation in shape
between four and eight passes wasn't observed.

Scatter Fraction
Table 2 shows the scatter fraction as a function of

position as computed from the fitting results for both
types ofphantom. The results are given versus location
number. Location 8 is nearest the centerline and loca
tion 1 is at the edge of the projection image. (Fig. 1).
When no fitting ofthe spectrum was carried out, a dash
is inserted. It is seen that the scatter fraction is large at
the edge of both objects where direct events are falling
rapidly but scattered events remain appreciable. For the
hot cylinder with a cold sphere, the scatter fraction20,979

0
-3,936

18,933@ ________________________________

-3540 â€˜ ,
I 64 FIGURE 6
I Plot of energy spectra for the cold cylindrical phantom

FIGURE5 containingahotsphere.Thefittingalgorithmestimatefor
Effectof numberof passeson reconstructionresultsfor the Compton-scattenngis shownat the bottom.Theraw
the sameprofileas in Figure4 but with negativevalues dataandthefit to it arealsoshown.Thex locationnumber
shown.A: Eightpasses,B: four passes. waseighton the coarsegrid.

â€¢ComptonScatterkig Cubic
S Data

â€”Fit
1 64

CHANNELNUMBER
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Method of estimathg
Compton scatteringCalculated

activity
insphereEast

et al. fourpasses23.3MBqFitting31
.5MBq*

True value = 31 .5 MBq.

Location number45678Cold
sphere0.7460.3670.4770.534Ã”.668Hot

sphereâ€”â€”â€”2.370.374*

8.5 = centerline.

TABLE I
Estimationof SphereActivity'

TABLE 2
Scatter Fraction as a Function of Location

The first objective of the study seems to have been
realized in that the cold sphere in a hot surround was
correctly reconstructed in a qualitative way by both
algorithms. The hot sphere in a cold surround was also
correctly reconstructed in a qualitative way and the
fitting technique produced the correct quantitative
value for total activity. This last result has great impor
tance for the application ofmeasuring tumor or critical
organ uptake so that radiation absorbed dose can be
calculated in nuclear medicine therapies (9â€”12).

It should be noted, however, that the first objective
was reached in an indirect way. That is, only final
reconstructions were checked. Nowhere was it proved
that the Compton-scattering spectrum or the sum for
Compton-scattering with a specified window was cor
rectly found.

The secondary objective was to distinguish between
the two algorithms on the basis of accuracy. Here we
did not fully meet the objective. The problem came
from trying to optimize the number of passes in the
erosion algorithm based on the cold-sphere phantom.
The number of passes did produce a significant change
in the number of counts subtracted from given pixels.
However, this change had only a slight effect or no
effect on the shape of the activity distribution, depend
ing on the data set analyzed. So, the optimum number
of passes was set at four but with a fair amount of
uncertainty.

The fitting algorithm did surpass the four-pass ero

Left:at 4 cm
Right:at 14cm
Center:at 8 cm
Center:at 4 cm
Center:at 20 cm

decreases sharply just inside the edge but then rises
slowly as one progresses towards the center.

DISCUSSION

The first objective in this study was to show, at least
indirectly, that the amount of Compton scattering
within a specified energy window could be found as a
function of spatial location within a tomographic pro
jection image. We sought to do this in a preliminary
way by examining two cases ofa symmetric phantom
the sphere within a cylinder.

The method involved taking a complete energy spec
trum at each of the spatial locations and operating on
it with one or the other oftwo algorithms. The first, the
technique of East et al., is a peak-erosion algorithm
used in the analysis of complex gamma ray spectra
obtained from many different gamma-ray sources. It
has parameters to be specified and its final result is
usually chosen to be that at a given pass number rather
than that after a very large number of passes (i.e.,
iterations). It is inherently simple and is fast.

The second is a technique that involves fitting and
requires knowledge of a scatter-free spectrum. It as
sumes that a cubic function will cover all ofthe spectral
shapes for Compton scattering likely to be found in
nuclear medicine applications.

FIGURE 7
Energy spectra for a scatter-free
source at a variety of locations.
Shape differences were judged to be
negligible.
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sion algorithm in quantifying the hot sphere. However,
four passes were used because of the desire to employ
the same number of passes for the hot sphere as was
thought optimum for the cold sphere. Actually, increas
ing the number of passes for the hot sphere would
initially decrease the error. That is, a greater number of
passes with erosion would increase the number of
counts ascribed to unscattered gamma-rays, increase
the calculated activity, and thus reduce the 26% error
due to underestimating the activity.

The scatter fractions presented here could be com
pared to results of Monte Carlo simulations of Comp
ton-scattering such as those of Floyd et al. (13), if
similar objects were investigated by both methods. Our
values are given for such a purpose. At present, how
ever, a discrepancy could be explained by the neglect
of the effects of the collimator in Monte Carlo simula
tions. Their Compton-scatter spectra for a line source
in a large cylinder are similar to ours although some
what more peaked.

In summary, more or different criterion may be
needed to judge the quality of results of the two algo
rithms. Moreover, only ifa Compton-scattering correc
tion technique handles a large variety of geometries,
will it have wide applicability. Therefore, both algo
rithms need to be applied to a variety of phantoms.
Finally, relative behavior as the number ofcounts (i.e.,
the statistical noise level) is changed should also be
assessed.

CONCLUSIONS

It has been shown that estimation of Compton scat
tering as a function of spatial location in a projection
image is feasible.

A similar reconstruction for the inverse phantom, a
hot sphere in a cold cylinder, has been shown to produce
excellent quantitative results when the fitting algorithm
is employed but less good results with 4 passes of the
erosion algorithm.

APPENDIX A

Let the experimental spectrum to be fit be represented by
y1where i is an integer giving the bin number. By the previous
assumptions, the fit results, @,,is the sum of scattered and
unscattered components:

)@i = c1 + dâ€¢

Now, let the channel numbers of interest for the fitting run
from i = n1to i = n2and definesome vectors:

The first two have dimension M where M = n2 â€”n1 + 1 and
the third has dimension 5.

The leastsquaresproblemis to minimizeR with respectto
the parametersa@,a1, a2,a3and b where

R=IIVâ€”YII (A3)

and@ .@ denotes the 2-norm of a vector, i.e. the square root
ofthe sum ofthe squaresofits components.

Furthermore, from equations 1, 2, and Al and using the
bin range,wecan write:

V = BX =

(A4)

whereB is a M x 5 Matrix.
In terms of B, R is givenby
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and canbesolvedbythe methodofGolub(7). On the Amdahl
computer employingthe Numerical Analysisand Applica
tions Software(NAAS),the subroutineLLSQis calledand it
returns the vextor X. The fitting is carried out with a weight
equal to the inverseofthe squareroot of y@.
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